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Ian Livingston

Grinding through the Blues
Strip away the layers and reveal your soul, you gotta give your-

self up and then you become whole.
Matisyahu

A heaping mountain of sandpaper is growing on the table in my 
basement. The only thing accumulating faster is the blue-white 

dust that swirls down my throat and across the room, leaving a film 
of powder over my parents’ book collection. My dad’s gun safe stands 
tall next to me, although it looks as if it has gathered a hundred years 
of dust since I started my project. Despite my best efforts, the shellac 
coating over the metallic blue paint on my Ibanez RG won’t give way 
to the gritty paper in my hand. The friction of the sandpaper incon-
veniently rubs my right ring finger as I furiously scrub the smooth 
back of the electric guitar, setting the stage for a nasty blister in the 
coming days. “I am now a broke college student who has $30 invested 
in what is potentially becoming a really bad idea,” I think as the rich, 
sparkling bright blue of the guitar fades, giving in to thousands of tiny 
scratches. I keep on sanding. It’s too late to turn back now. 

I purchased, or rather, my dad purchased, my brand new me-
tallic blue Ibanez RG about seven years ago, along with a small Beh-
ringer practice amp. The total, including a new guitar strap and guitar 
stand as well as some new strings and a dozen picks was a staggering 
$500. For a thirteen-year-old, almost nothing tangible can cost $500. 
The only reason I was holding my very own guitar was because I had 
spent about the last three months playing a very crappy Fender Squire 
rented from Uncle Ike’s music. The cord connecting the worthless 
pickups to the amp was faulty, meaning that a slight amount of pres-

forthcoming special occasion would warrant the opening of this 
bottle of perfume?  She was dead at the age of 51, and neither she nor 
anyone who loved her would ever have the pleasure of smelling that 
scent as she swiftly walked across a room.

And so, I believe in wearing cologne. Every day. I believe in 
wearing cologne, but not for the benefit of others. I believe in wearing 
cologne for me, for the memory of my mother, and as a small attempt 
to embrace Today. So when I flash by students in the corridors of 
Clarke University, and they catch an ever-so-slight whiff of Burberry 
Brit (“…a blend of Green Mandarin, Ginger, Bergamot, Wild Roses, 
Cedarwood, Nutmeg, and Oriental Woods,” thank you!) what they 
really smell is a lesson my mother unknowingly taught me two days 
after she died. Today is special because we have it, and tomorrow will 
eternally be shadowed in uncertainty. Don’t save things or words for 
special occasions. Today is always special enough.
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in the project is restored, although fear still lingers in the front of my 
mind. Even if I do manage to sand my way through the big chunks 
of paint, how will I remove the paint around the delicate knobs and 
neck? I begin the process of removing all the hardware, and sand 
around the edges, slowly curving around until only the front-side of 
the guitar maintains its factory blue. 

As I grew up I began developing my own tastes for music, and 
slowly started identifying my own general tastes along with those of 
my friends. I was the first in my class to buy Blink 182’s The Mark, 
Tom, and Travis Show after convincing my dad the parental warning 
was irrelevant, although he likely knew the social perks that came 
with such a purchase. As I began developing my relationship with my 
new favorite band, my best friend did the same with Green Day. Both 
of us had developed our own taste for similar music, but we were no 
longer choosing songs strictly based on popularity. We were begin-
ning to acquire personal preferences in our music, oftentimes reflec-
tions of our own values. We were breaking deeper into our separate 
appreciations for music. 

My new guitar lost its glory as soon as this same friend’s Fender 
Stratocaster began losing paint at an alarming rate and the factory 
replaced it with a $600 upgrade free of charge. Still, I continued to 
tear through songs, always delving three layers ahead of my skill level 
instead of patiently working through songs note by note. A couple 
years after playing I was finally able to play songs that I liked, or 
maybe I was beginning to like the songs I could play. In either case, 
I began listening to the classic shredders like Eddie Van Halen, Led 
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, and AC/DC. I began to see that underneath 
the distortion, the blues were still at work in this group of musicians. 
I began to see that most of the solos were often based on the same pat-
terns of notes, the pentatonic scale. Seeing this core, I began to sound 
out my own simple blues rhythms. I was seeing deep into the hearts 
of the bands that I was trying so hard to mimic. The surface of these 
bands, the lighting-fast fingers and mysterious sounds began to turn 
into something I could almost see.

As I squint through paint-dust induced tears I quickly think 
up a thousand excuses for why I didn’t do the sanding in the garage. 
None seem reasonable, so I give up. The entire level looks like a scene 
from a documentary covering the extinction of the dinosaurs. The 
sun, an old clamp-on work light, shines past but not through, millions 
of tiny blue dust particles as they dance through the air, creating a 
collective shadow on the table that breathes as I breathe. The glim-
mering, probably toxic dust wafts through the air, coating everything, 
including my hair and my mouth, but my eyes stare past at the bald 
body of the guitar. I uncover the paint can, finally prepared to add the 
first layer of creamy white primer to the exterior, covering the natural 

sure in any direction would often result in a blaring CRACK, followed 
by a harsh static sound until the player rediscovered the right posi-
tion. As I sat in my room strumming awkwardly on my new guitar, 
I marveled at how close and precisely the strings hovered above the 
fret board. My fingers would clumsily bump the strings at the wrong 
place and time, but even mistakes sounded better through the 10-inch 
speaker on my right. School was going to be torture tomorrow, and 
homework could wait until another day. 

Perhaps my dad bought me my guitar not because I had per-
sistently destroyed every Green Day album at top volume for nine 
weeks until I could play enough chord progressions to play some songs 
through until the end, but because he himself is a lover of blues and 
rock, and surprisingly even a little reggae. 

Somewhere, at some obscure point in my childhood, my father 
and I were sitting in his crappy white Hyundai Excel listening to the 
radio in a parking lot. I don’t recall what was said, and I don’t recall 
my reaction. What I do recall is the bluish-black faded plastic of the 
radio. I recall my father mentioning the word “blues,” and my mind 
comprehending with a flash of blue, a word I understood. The music 
most certainly was audible, but I was not struck by the low growl 
of the singer’s voice as he howled away or the squeal of the guitar 
as strings were bent to hit impossible highs, climbing octaves as the 
whammy bar cheated the strings out of any possible give. I remember 
blue. 

As my arm succumbs to the pain constant back and forth mo-
tion manual sanding requires, I think about Menards, where I work. 
I wonder how many people walk into Hardware, my department, and 
buy the most expensive belt sander on the shelf with full intentions 
of returning it the following day. I visualize one such character. He 
has a white beard with a red baseball cap bearing the logo of some 
local construction company, and his breath stinks of jerky and beer. 
He goes home and sands an entire project in one evening, burning 
half the life out of the heavily abused tool as he drinks a case of Busch 
Light, giving the bruised tool a final celebratory kick before heading 
inside and passing out. This man will be hung-over, giving his face 
the uncanny impression of frustration and pain, as he stands at the 
returns desk complaining about low battery life and the Chinese. Ge-
nius. I picture the expressions on my manager’s face wishfully imag-
ining holding a brand new sander in my own hands, shearing off the 
unforgiving layers with long sweeps of my arms. 

After a full hour and a half, the majority of the back of the 
guitar is bald of its proud deep blue. It was a blue that seemed to go on 
forever, sparkling and glinting. Surely the color was meant to capture 
the darkest night sky. Now the beauty is in the light-colored wood, in 
all its natural grains and stripes that lay bare in front of me. My hope 
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Devlin Harris

April
She is a rebirth, 
new beginning of fertile earth,
blessed with rhythm and style,
alluring aromas refreshing the senses,
aphrodisiac au natural.

Her existence dispenses frolic and flirtation,
color her earth tones and rainbows with gray skies that cleanse,
beauty personified, a temper exemplified
through storms and engulfing tornadoes,
winds of strength exerting change,
the result of an operatic crescendo.

Bringing excitement to the mundane,
hers is a body of sisterhood, motherhood, and passion.
Feel her exquisiteness caress and entice.
Welcome the warm advances; her time is not everlasting.

So celebrate and appreciate the wonders that she brings;
it was God’s perfect plan to crown her Mother of Spring.
She represents all that is new, beautiful, and young
like an angelic choir performs;
never a more lovely song been sung.

beauty of the wood with my personal foundation for creativity. 
As I learned songs on my guitar, I would struggle to bend un-

cooperative fingers into place, slowly repeating difficult parts until 
the motions of my hand became natural and fluid. I would copy the 
motions and sounds of others until I broke through their code, their 
secrets, and I could replicate every motion. As I grew bored with the 
classic rock anthems of another generation, I began trying to find a 
sound that was more fitting for me. I became attached to reggae-style 
bands with rock influences. Sublime was an easy choice, as were the 
followers. I learned the simple back and forth laid-back chord pro-
gressions, followed by the lazy, wailing solos. The technique was not 
difficult, but there was nowhere to go. I slowly began to play less 
and less guitar throughout college, picking it up to learn and relearn 
favorite songs. I am now going through a rough patch as far as play-
ing goes. I have what it takes to create music, but I don’t feel the color 
of originality coursing through my fingers. Like my guitar, I feel as 
though I have been stripped down to the core, and now I sit in a stage 
of waiting.

My musical preferences went from pop-punk icons Blink 182, 
through the gods of rock, into the realm of rap and hip-hop, Cali 
surfer-bands, and even into some reggae. I am searching for what lies 
ahead. My next album could be anything, although my last three have 
been reggae. Perhaps that is why I chose green, yellow, red and black 
as the colors for my guitar. 

I am now a broke college student with an ever-increasing grand 
total of $70 invested into a project that has left my basement looking 
like nuclear winter. My un-played guitar sits with a two-day-old sin-
gle layer of primer on it. I have looked online for design inspirations, 
but nothing comes to me. I feel as though I’m at a musical standstill. 
I hope to finish painting my guitar by next week. The colors of the 
Rasta flag will be bright and optimistic, added by me rather than a 
machine, painted boldly on the body of my guitar. I hope, possibly in 
vain, that the paint job will connect me more to my guitar, as well 
as to my own musical tastes. For now my guitar and I both sit with a 
layer of primer, the old paint scraped away, waiting for a coat of fresh 
paint to begin the next chapter. 


